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For millions of years, intelligence, consciousness, 
agency, language, morality and divinity have been 
(seen as) correlated.

Correlation ≠ Causation
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• We can define any of these words to mean 
“root of moral subjectivity”.

• But why?

• Obscures their other meanings.

• Robotics and AI allow us to eliminate the 
correlation, build one feature at a time.

• Opportunity to clarify ethics.

For millions of years, intelligence, consciousness, 
agency, language, morality and divinity have been 
(seen as) correlated.



Beyond Thought 
Experiments

• Science: tells us about the world, 
allows us to predict consequences 
of policies.  Descriptive.

• Engineering: tells us how to change 
the world, creates the set of 
possible policies. Ontological.

• Humanities: help us coordinate our 
decision about what we should do. 
Normative.

All parts of 
robotics (and 
philosophy).



A few typical 

slides from my 

ethics talks



Basic Definitions

• Intelligence:  the capacity to adjust action 
expression to new contexts.

• Cognition:  the individual capacity to adjust 
intelligence (second order intelligence.)

At least local to this talk

Typical slide



Intelligence sans Cognition

Plants can wind & unwind 
(reversing decisions) in pursuit 

of support, light, prey.
(Anthony Trewavas, Edinburgh)

DODDER SMELLS ITS HOST; LOCATES BY VOLATILES FROM HOST

Single cell organisms also 
pursue multiple goals & 

hunt prey.

Typical slide



Goals / intentions 
define (moral) 
agency; are 
orthogonal to 
other  knowledge 
& skills (Bostrom 
2012, Bryson 
2000). 

Intelligence is not 
necessary or sufficient 

for moral status

Typical slide



What I Think 
Consciousness Is

• A specific kind of attention.  Name for the 
feeling you have as you evaluate chains of 
actions with intermediate outcomes.  
Required for learning new plans.

• Language (just) helps:  culture accumulates 
concepts that are likely to help you focus 
conscious attention on worthwhile things.

• “Self” is one of those concepts. (*self-
awareness is seldom complete.) 

Typical slide

Bryson 2010, 2012



Cela ne veut pas une personne. 

None of this tells you 
why people pose non-

functioning piles of 
motors like this.

Cog’s brain wasn’t 
properly earthed when 
this picture was taken.



What We Really Want

• To live forever

• Friends that will never betray us

• Successful children

Why?

• Because we are alive

Typical slide



iCub, January 2010 Genoa
(ROBOTCUB Final Review Meeting)

photos:  me



We build robots and 
other AI, determine 
these systems’ goals. 
Our complete 
authorship gives us 
fundamentally 
different responsibility 
from our relationship 
to other evolved 
systems.

photos:  Georgio Metta (top) & Emmanuel Tanguy



Transparency for 
Domestic AI



Wortham, Theodorou & Bryson 2016  speed up here 5x

Transparency via Visualised Priorities 



video:

live:



Large Corpus Semantics 
Replicates Prejudice, Reality

2015 US labor stats
ρ = 0.90



Five Reasons Not to 
Other AI

• “Robots are taking our jobs.”

• “Robots will evolve to deserve more 
rights.”



#1 Moral Hazard
• We are preprogrammed 

to think humanoid robots 
are people (Kamewari &al 
2005).

• So people will think we’ve 
succeeded before we 
have.

• Facilitates political, 
economic exploitation.

Bryson & Kime 1998, IJCAI 2011



#2 Second Order 
Moral Patiency

• Why should we build robots 
to suffer when they lose 
social status?  To ‘die’ in fires? 
To mind being owned?

• We are obliged to build 
robots we are not obliged to.

• Not a double standard: pick 
one standard, don’t build to it.

Bryson AAAI SSS 2016



#3 Fear of Robot 
Apocalypse Distracts 

from Real Threats
• AI is here now changing the world.

• Reducing individual autonomy by increasing 
communication/discoverability, decreasing privacy.

• Both parents and children have lost significant 
autonomy in last 30 years–due to ICT?

• Lack of empathic interface at ‘leaves’ of company.



#4 Legal Lacuna
• Assigning responsibility / 

personhood to artefacts 
allows powerful individuals 
and organisations to get 
themselves legally off the 
hook.

• Try suing a bankrupt robot.

• Already a problem: shell 
organisations (AI, cf. Kuipers 
2012) shield rich companies.

Tom Dale Grant



#5 Coherence
• What makes people special is that we’re members 

of a social species – we’ve evolved in a context of 
interdependence(Zahavi 1977,Sylwester &al 2013).

• Society defines and enforces ‘responsibility’;  
enforcement is through punishment.

• Evolution ensures suffering, shame are inextricable 
parts of being human (also of apes, dogs).

• Good AI is modular; suffering in such is incoherent.

• Clones should not be slaves, nor made.



Conclusions



For millions of years, intelligence, consciousness, 
agency, language, morality and divinity have been 
(seen as) correlated.

Correlation ≠ Causation, but could be definitional.
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There’s nothing magic 
or unbuildable about…
• Consciousness

• Emotions

• Self awareness

• Social learning

• Ambition

(Bryson & Tanguy 2010, Bryson 2012)



…but whatever spec our society 
chooses for morality, we should 
regulate against meeting it with 

commercial AI. 

Bryson AISB 2016, Boden &al 2011 
EPSRC Principles of Robotics
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